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In Quantum Phaith (Faith), Dr. Strickland argued that Science and Scripture are not at odds and Faith has substance. In Quantum Hope, he argued that Hope is tangible. In Quantum Love, he argues that Love is measureable. However, we cannot choose one of these in favor of the other. Certainly Love is the greatest, but
a relationship exist between Faith, Hope, and Love, which requires all three working together. Quantum Love argues from the base of Scripture that Love is not some abstract concept and that real love is only possible with the presence of the Holy Spirit. Although the Bible is the basis, Dr. Strickland injects
frequent episodes of "What I Learned at the Movies." Often, Hollywood gets it wrong, but there is an occasional nugget.
An entertaining and informative book about the winning songs, selected by an eclectic group of journalists, industry professionals and fans via an Internet survey, that cover nearly thirty years of music history. Original.
Exodus 23:26, a bible verse I held on to after being married for eleven years and yet had no children. After much tears and self-pity, I finally got something right. You are in for a great experience as you go on this long walk to motherhood with me.
Poverty-stricken and low on hope, a divorced mother and her daughter prop up their sagging spirits and keep the flames of faith alive by clinging to a phrase first heard on a previous Christmas, "All is well."
Quantum Love
He Took the Fall and Thought of Me
Lessons from My Dad, Truths about God
Worship
The Cooking Gene
Think Bigger
Words of Worth

I started these notes which turned into a blog which helped me process my grief from the loss of both parents, and my husband...plus loss in other areas of life. We are comforted by God and in turn we have the opportunity to comfort others along their paths as well....
Through the Lens By: Vicki Fish Through the Lens is about how the author can look at ordinary things and draw a Christian perspective out of it. It takes readers through her walk with God. The author hopes this book will bring encouragement to readers and may give them ideas on a sermon, talk or speech. No two pages have the same photo or same text from the bible. The verses may duplicate but they come from a different part of the
bible. It is written in a devotional format by the author so that readers can read a page each day. The photos were taken in Kenya, Egypt, Nicaragua, Guatemala and throughout the United States.
What does it take to succeed today both personally and professionally? In looking for answers, one obvious place to start would be to talk to self-made men and women who themselves are successful. That's exactly what Michael W. Sonnenfeldt—an accomplished entrepreneur—has done here in this ground-breaking book. Drawing on the wisdom, insight and experience of members of TIGER 21 (The Investment Group for Enhanced
Results in the 21st Century), and supplementing that with additional research and interviews, Sonnenfeldt offers real-world guidance and often counter-intuitive advice and conclusions. Among the things you'll learn are: Why grit and focus trump intelligence just about every time. Why having—and listening to— a wise mentor will create shortcuts to getting more done. What you need to do to avoid getting in your own way. And why.
'Shirtsleeves to shirtsleeves in three generations' can be avoided by taking some simple, commonsense steps. Think BIGGER will inspire you, no matter where you are in your business career. It will also show you that the skills you use to grow wealth can be applied to making the world a better place. Your success can benefit others. Michael W. Sonnenfeldt is the founder and chairman of TIGER 21, the premier peer-to-peer learning
network for high-net-worth first generation wealth creators in North America and London. He is an accomplished serial entrepreneur, philanthropist and most excited that all of his proceeds from this book will support the TIGER 21 Foundation for young entrepreneurs.
Aimed at those new to the subject, Fundamentals of Psychology is a clear and reader-friendly textbook that will help students explore and understand the essentials of psychology. This text offers a balanced and accurate representation of the discipline through a highly accessible synoptic approach, which seamlessly brings together all the various related topics. Fundamentals of Psychology combines an authoritative tone, a huge range of
psychological material and an informal, analogy-rich style. The text expertly blends admirably up-to-date empirical research and real-life examples and applications, and is both readable and factually dense. The book introduces all the main approaches to psychology, including social, developmental, cognitive, biological, individual differences, and abnormal psychology, as well as psychological research methods. However, it also
includes directions for more detailed and advanced study for the interested student. Fundamentals of Psychology incorporates many helpful textbook features which will aid students and reinforce learning, such as: Key-term definitions Extremely clear end-of-chapter summaries Annotated further reading sections Evaluations of significant research findings Numerous illustrations presented in attractive full color. This textbook is also
accompanied by a comprehensive program of resources for both students and instructors, which is available free to qualifying adopters. The resources include a web-based Student Learning Program, as well as chapter-by-chapter lecture slides and an interactive chapter-by-chapter multiple-choice question test bank. Combining exceptional content, abundant pedagogical features, and a lively full-color design, Fundamentals of Psychology
is an essential resource for anyone new to the subject and more particularly those beginning undergraduate courses. The book will also be ideal for students studying psychology within education, nursing and other healthcare professions.
Particles from Outer Space
CCM Top 100 Greatest Songs in Christian Music
Friends Are Friends Forever
Step by Step
Miracles Mysteries Spirits and a Still Small Voice
30 Powerful Worship Songs from Today's Top Artists
Through the Lens / Através del Lente
(Brentwood-Benson Keyboard). This collection of easy piano arrangements features 25 songs from the Worship and Worship Again albums, including: Above All * Breathe * I Can Hear Your Voice * Let It Rain * Lord, Have Mercy * Step by Step/Forever We Will Sing * You Are Holy (Prince of Peace) * and more.
Above AllHe Took the Fall and Thought of MeIntegrity Pub
Throughout the journey of life, we all have moments of feeling lost. Experiences where we feel tested. It's at these times we need a signpost to point the way through the darkness and confusion to a clearer and better path. A PILGRIM'S JOURNEY is composed of 20 signposts, excerpts from the full-length work by Kampmann entitled SIGNPOSTS: A DEVOTIONAL, which shares the insights and wisdom he discovered as he journeyed
through the pages of the New and Old Testaments. Designed as a daily devotional, it is built page by page on the assumption that the meaning and purpose of our lives is available to be discovered if only we take the time and trouble to look. Prepare yourself for the journey and keep your eyes open to the signposts along the way. You too will discover that God is always near and available for those who seek him.
"Scandalous Grace" proclaims the exorbitant and preposterous divine grace that is available to women as they wrestle with challenging facets of life including body image and their interactions with other women.
Milk Blossom For The Spirit
Street Crime, Civil Unrest, and the Crisis of Liberalism in the 1960s
World Literacy
A Journey Through African American Culinary History in the Old South
All is Well
365 Christian Inspirations / Inspiraciónes Cristiana 365
Finding Joy in the Broken Pieces
(Songbooks and Folios). This songbook features 12 songs from the 2001 live recording: Above All * Above All (Studio Version) * Awesome God * Breathe * Draw Me Close * Forever * Let It Rain * More Love, More Power * Open the Eyes of My Heart * Purified * The Heart of Worship * Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus.
During the summer of 2001, Dove and Grammy(r) Award-winning singer-songwriter Michael W. Smith presented a live concert of praise and worship music. The outcome of that wonderful evening was his best Contemporary Christian Music (CCM) album to date, Worship. This matching folio includes songs from that memorable night that are every bit consistent with Smith's wellloved style. This folio is upbeat, pop-oriented, and includes his trademark piano talents. Complete with photos throughout. Titles are: Forever The Heart of Worship Draw Me Close Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus Open the Eyes of My Heart Above all Breathe Let It Rain Awesome God More Love, More Power Purified.
In Devotions from the Heart, Carmen Entzel opens her heart to the reader, sharing personal everyday life experiences to illustrate God's love for His people. Those experiences came alive again on the written page as she wrote each devotion. Writing about them brought laughter, sadness, tears, and joy all over again. Her hope is that the reader will experience the same
emotions, and realize anew how much God loves His children as He walks with them through their life's journey
How can an ancient book make a difference in the life of a modern teenager? It Will Stand is a new approach to teenage Bible studies that focuses on the root literature of Christianity, the Bible. Many teenagers know parts of the Bible but do not realize that it tells one story from cover to cover. They might also ask how the Bible can be understood and applied to their own lives.
It Will Stand addresses these questions: where did the Bible come from, and how do we know it is real? The second half of the book shows today’s teen how to apply biblical truths to everyday living. Upon completing this study, teenagers will have a greater depth, understanding, and application skills of the greatest book ever written.
The Autobiography of St. Ignatius of Loyola
Piano Solos
The Frankster & Co, Party to Go - DJ & Karaoke
Nighty Night and Good Night
A Pilgrim's Journey
Joyful Noise
Wow Worship Red Songbook

Milk Blossom for the Spirit is a self help autobigraphy that is geared towards helping people to learn how to better over come their hardships in life. Drugs, sex and rock n roll mixed in with faith, prayer, and healing... which blossoms young Clover into woman hood. There is a Backstreet Boy semi screenplay within these pages that was also
written by the author.
2018 James Beard Foundation Book of the Year | 2018 James Beard Foundation Book Award Winner inWriting | Nominee for the 2018 Hurston/Wright Legacy Award in Nonfiction | #75 on The Root100 2018 A renowned culinary historian offers a fresh perspective on our most divisive cultural issue, race, in this illuminating memoir of Southern
cuisine and food culture that traces his ancestry—both black and white—through food, from Africa to America and slavery to freedom. Southern food is integral to the American culinary tradition, yet the question of who "owns" it is one of the most provocative touch points in our ongoing struggles over race. In this unique memoir, culinary
historian Michael W. Twitty takes readers to the white-hot center of this fight, tracing the roots of his own family and the charged politics surrounding the origins of soul food, barbecue, and all Southern cuisine. From the tobacco and rice farms of colonial times to plantation kitchens and backbreaking cotton fields, Twitty tells his family story
through the foods that enabled his ancestors’ survival across three centuries. He sifts through stories, recipes, genetic tests, and historical documents, and travels from Civil War battlefields in Virginia to synagogues in Alabama to Black-owned organic farms in Georgia. As he takes us through his ancestral culinary history, Twitty suggests that
healing may come from embracing the discomfort of the Southern past. Along the way, he reveals a truth that is more than skin deep—the power that food has to bring the kin of the enslaved and their former slaveholders to the table, where they can discover the real America together. Illustrations by Stephen Crotts
You know Michael W. Smith as one of contemporary Christian music's most popular artists. Friends Are Friends Forever looks beyond the musician to present a man who relies on scripture to provide daily guidance. He says, 'I'd like to tell you a few stories from my life, some wrong roads I've traveled, some right decisions I've made, and how
God has often taken my mistakes and turned them into something good.
A scientific history of "cosmic rays" chronicles the discovery of a steady "rain" of atomic nuclei, beginning with the birth of subatomic particle physics in the 1890s and moving through the subsequent uncovering of muons, pions, kaons, hyperons, and other particles.
Ready to Play Series
A Thin Cosmic Rain
The Noatic Crossing
How Countries Rank and Why It Matters
The Giant Book of Christian Sheet Music
Michael W. Smith
Along the Path...One Woman's Journey Through Grief....
The author of "The Ragamuffin Gospel" now expounds on the lyrics of a #1 DoveAward-winning song--"Above All" performed by Michael W. Smith.
By forbidding the music they dont like, they alienate the young. Ed Christian argues that music should be judged not by personal tastes, but by its spiritual fruits. God approves of music that leads people closer to Him, whether we like it or not. When it comes to music for the worship service, however, unity is important. Appropriate church music doesnt alienate or offend, but
brings people together and lifts them up to God.The author examines the arguments of those who reject contemporary Christian music in favor of traditional classics, and show how God can use the new music to bless churches and change lives.
A character study of Jesus Christ inspires readers to accept Jesus' love and live a righteous life.
The first comprehensive overview of contemporary inspirational music, covering its historical roots and dramatic growth into one of America's most vital music genres. • Over 200 entries spanning the development of contemporary Christian music and its historic and cultural roots • A remarkable team of contributors—distinguished scholars across the full academic and religious
spectrum • A host of images of historic and contemporary performers and other important figures in inspirational music • An extensive bibliography of important works in print and online for further reading on contemporary Christian music • A comprehensive index
Devotions From The Heart
Impact
Congressional Record
Above All
Pop, Rock, and Worship
Easy Piano
Best of Michael W. Smith

International literacy assessments have provided ample data for ranking nations, charting growth, and casting blame. Summarizing the findings of these assessments, which afford a useful vantage from which to view world literacy as it evolves, this book examines literate behavior worldwide, in terms of both
the ability of populations from a wide variety of nations to read and the practice of literate behavior in those nations. Drawing on The World’s Most Literate Nations, author Jack Miller’s internationally released study, emerging trends in world literacy and their relationships to political, economic, and social
factors are explored. Literacy, and in particular the practice of literate behaviors, is used as a lens through which to view countries’ economic development, gender equality, resource utilization, and ethnic discrimination. Above all, this book is about trajectories. It begins with historical contexts, described in
terms of support for literate cultures. Based on a variety of data sources, these trends are traced to the present and then projected ahead. The literate futures of nations are discussed and how these relate to their economic and sociocultural development. This book is unique in providing a broader
perspective on an intractable problem, a vantage point that offers useful insights to inform policy, and in bringing together an array of relevant data sources not typically associated with literacy status.
What happens when a people can take no more injustice rained down upon their sons and daughters? When each new travesty echoes the cries of ancestors killed for the color of their skin? How do a people rediscover hope? And how do they use that new-found hope as momentum and strength for change? In
his powerful new book Stakes Is High, pastor, activist, and community leader Michael W. Waters blends hip-hop lyricism and social justice leadership, creating an urgent voice demanding that America listen to the suffering if it hopes to redeem its soul. Weaving stories from centuries of persecution against
the backdrop of today's urban prophets on the radio and in the streets, Waters speaks on behalf of an awakened generation raging against racism - yet fueled by the promise of a just future. Through the pain and hard but holy work, you will hear the call to join the faithful struggle for racial justice.
For church musicians and worship leaders, this is the ultimate collection! It contains more than 240 pages of piano/vocal/guitar sheet music for 34 of the world's most popular praise, worship, and gospel songs. The piano arrangements are modeled after familiar recorded versions of the songs, including
complete lyrics and vocal melodies, along with basic chord fingering grids for optional guitar accompaniment. Titles: 10,000 Reasons (Bless the Lord) (Matt Redman) * Above All (Michael W. Smith) * Amazing Grace (Traditional) * Amazing Grace (My Chains Are Gone) (Chris Tomlin) * Blessed (Lazarus) *
Blessings (Laura Story) * Cinderella (Steven Curtis Chapman) * God's Not Dead (Like a Lion) (Newsboys) * Good Morning (Mandisa) * Hold Me (Jamie Grace featuring TobyMac) * How Beautiful (Twila Paris) * How Great Is Our God (Chris Tomlin) * How He Loves (David Crowder Band) * I Can Only Imagine
(MercyMe) * I Need a Miracle (Third Day) * I Will Rise (Chris Tomlin) * In Christ Alone (Newsboys) * Jesus, Friend of Sinners (Casting Crowns) * Let the Church Say Amen (Andra? Crouch) * Need You Now (How Many Times) (Plumb) * One Thing Remains (Passion featuring Kristian Stanfill) * The Prayer (Celine Dion
and Andrea Bocelli) * The Proof of Your Love (For King & Country) * Redeemed (Big Daddy Weave) * Revelation Song (Kari Jobe) * Shout to the Lord (Darlene Zschech) * Take Me Back (Andra? Crouch) * Take Me to the King (Tamela Mann) * We Are (Kari Jobe) * Who You Are (Unspoken) * Whom Shall I Fear (God
of Angel Armies) (Chris Tomlin) * You Are (Colton Dixon) * You Raise Me Up (Selah) * Your Love Never Fails (Newsboys).
In Finding Joy in the Broken Pieces, Joy takes us along on her personal journey through brokenness, restoration and redemption. Where do we run when life circumstances find you broken on the floor 8, 000 miles from home? How do we heal when our feet are planted firmly in paradise? What do you do with a
life restored and taken to new heights of redemption? Let's find out...
And 39 Other Winning Strategies from Successful Entrepreneurs
Walk Through the Bible with Cliff Keeys
Michael W. Smith - Worship/ Worship Again
Stakes Is High
Encyclopedia of Contemporary Christian Music: Pop, Rock, and Worship
Scandalous Grace
Grammy Award winner Michael W. Smith's The Way of the Father offers a deeply personal reflection on his father Paul Smith's legacy and its profound effect on every area of his life. Through the life and lens of his earthly dad, the multi-platinum selling Christian artist gives glimpses of a Father in Heaven that anyone can approach and experience. Michael W. Smith, multi-platinum artist, celebrated songwriter, producer, best-selling
author, and acclaimed actor, himself a father of five adult children and grandfather of sixteen, calls upon his humble experiences of growing up in a small West Virginia town to share his father's story. Each chapter identifies a quality and characteristic of his dad that came out of an obedient and sacrificial life, committed to serving his Abba Father, including: ?? Finding truth in tragedy Loving unconditionally Persevering through pain
Bringing righteousness to the world Influencing and inspiring generations Discovering identity and approval in Christ Paul Smith was a familiar face in the crowd at Michael W. Smith's concerts over the years. A kind and joyful man who would sing, dance, and worship to the singer's countless number one hits, with his countenance beaming brighter than the spotlights on the stage, Paul would often introduce himself to those nearby and
talk about how proud he was of his son. From the artist's early days as a struggling musician in Nashville to his death in 2015 (the year his son's album sales surpassed 15 million), Paul was always Michael's biggest fan. Michael shares how his dad inspired and encouraged him using biblical principles and virtues. Now, Michael passes on these same truths through stories, testimonies, origins of songs, and personal insights from his
family life and thirty-five plus years of touring as a Christian artist. He hopes that by sharing his father's legacy, readers will come to find that no matter who our earthly parents have been in our lives, our Abba Father will never fail us. The Way of the Father will likewise challenge readers in their faith journeys so they will one day hear, "Well done, good and faithful servant. You have fought the good fight, run the race, and have been
found faithful"--just like Paul Smith heard on the day he was called home to be with his Father.
The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the United States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session. The Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe
(1833-1873)
- Impact is a TruthQuest resource designed for the student ministry leader.- Perfect complement to the TruthQuest Bible, not only in content but also in design and approach.- TruthQuest Web site--www.BroadmanHolman.com/TruthQuest
A red-hot collection of today's top Christian artists, including: Above All (Michael W. Smith) * All I Want Is You (Planetshakers) * Beautiful Savior (Casting Crowns) * Did You Feel the Mountains Tremble? (Delirious?) * Enough (Jeremy Camp) * I'll Fly Away (Jars of Clay) * Lord, I Lift Your Name on High (Sonicflood) * The Potter's Hand (Darlene Zschech) * We Fall Down (Steven Curtis Chapman with Chris Tomlin) * You Are So
Good to Me (Third Day) * and more.
Race, Faith, and Hope for America
My Long Walk to Motherhood
Law and Order
Meditations to Enhance Your Faith
And Some Lessons Learnt Along the Way
Fundamentals of Psychology
Proceedings and Debates of the ... Congress
Are you sitting on the mountaintop with Jesus or down groveling in the mud puddles? Words of Worth travels both places. Sandra Meyer’s spiritual journey through life resembles that of many others, and she writes from her familiarity of both the good and hard times. Practical ideas to help you grow come from ordinary activities, nature, and experience. Often
Christians march forward, only to take a slow ride downhill, unaware until we’ve already lost ground. Biblical people experienced the same frustrating situations, showing us through their examples how to get up and advance again. Sharing her defeats as well as victories, Sandra has e-mailed her meditations for several years and has responses like those below. Some
topics discussed in Words of Worth include trials, trouble, and temptations; discipline; contentment; and intimacy with God. Wow! Karen Davis suggested the title Words of Worth “because when I read Sandra Meyer’s meditations, I usually say ‘Wow!’ and they are worth so much to me.” Melvin Gordy says, “When I had to have an operation ... I found that by reading
articles like the ones Sandra Meyer writes I got relief. That is the real reason I wanted to see Words of Worth published.” Rhonda Baronne tells, “I am in a nursing home ministry. We have shared the meditations with the residents, and they were truly blessed. Sandra Meyer’s writings are very uplifting and encouraging. Just the right word at the right time.” See why
Sandra’s meditations earn such enthusiastic endorsements, and learn how you can enhance your faith as you read Words of Worth.
14 songs, including: Angels * Friends * Great Is The Lord * How Majestic Is Your Name * Place In This World * Wings Of The Wind * and more.
Creationism versus evolution. As persistent as it is tiring, this war has torn families and even nations apart. The passions driving these camps to battle have been violent, virulent, and sadly, completely wasted. Scientists have examined this world for evidence to assert their theory, while creationists have believed the Bible speaks of this same world. This is an error that
caused a war that needn't have ever been. The account of Noah speaks to another world in another time. Basked in the sh
Law and Order offers a valuable new study of the political and social history of the 1960s. It presents a sophisticated account of how the issues of street crime and civil unrest enhanced the popularity of conservatives, eroded the credibility of liberals, and transformed the landscape of American politics. Ultimately, the legacy of law and order was a political world in
which the grand ambitions of the Great Society gave way to grim expectations. In the mid-1960s, amid a pervasive sense that American society was coming apart at the seams, a new issue known as law and order emerged at the forefront of national politics. First introduced by Barry Goldwater in his ill-fated run for president in 1964, it eventually punished Lyndon
Johnson and the Democrats and propelled Richard Nixon and the Republicans to the White House in 1968. In this thought-provoking study, Michael Flamm examines how conservatives successfully blamed liberals for the rapid rise in street crime and then skillfully used law and order to link the understandable fears of white voters to growing unease about changing
moral values, the civil rights movement, urban disorder, and antiwar protests. Flamm documents how conservatives constructed a persuasive message that argued that the civil rights movement had contributed to racial unrest and the Great Society had rewarded rather than punished the perpetrators of violence. The president should, conservatives also contended,
promote respect for law and order and contempt for those who violated it, regardless of cause. Liberals, Flamm argues, were by contrast unable to craft a compelling message for anxious voters. Instead, liberals either ignored the crime crisis, claimed that law and order was a racist ruse, or maintained that social programs would solve the "root causes" of civil disorder,
which by 1968 seemed increasingly unlikely and contributed to a loss of faith in the ability of the government to do what it was above all sworn to do-protect personal security and private property.
It Will Stand: Leader's Guide
Student Ministry that Will Transform a Generation
In Home Bible Study for Teens
Michael W Smith
The Way of the Father
In Nighty Night and Good Night, the Nighty Nights are called upon to help their friend Ben as he falls to sleep. The cute and sleepy adventure leads the Nighty Nights to discover that a classic lullaby song does the trick to help Ben and Sleepy Puppy fall fast asleep. Founded by Michael W Smith, Nurturing StepsTM is an infant and toddler series of children’s music and books with a simple mission to
enliven a child’s journey with hope and faith through music and storytelling.
Arranged by prolific Christian music arranger Carol Tornquist, this easy piano collection features the most popular praise, worship, and gospel songs of today. Lyrics and basic chord symbols are included along with helpful fingering and phrasing indications. Each arrangement is fun and easy to play, whether as a piano solo or for sing-alongs. Titles: 10,000 Reasons (Bless the Lord) (Matt Redman) *
Above All (Michael W. Smith) * Amazing Grace (My Chains Are Gone) (Chris Tomlin) * Blessed (Lazarus) * Blessings (Laura Story) * Cinderella (Steven Curtis Chapman) * God's Not Dead (Like a Lion) (Newsboys) * Good Morning (Mandisa) * Hold Me (Jamie Grace featuring TobyMac) * How Beautiful (Twila Paris) * How Great Is Our God (Chris Tomlin) * How He Loves (David Crowder Band) * I Can Only
Imagine (MercyMe) * I Need a Miracle (Third Day) * I Will Rise (Chris Tomlin) * In Christ Alone (Newsboys) * Jesus, Friend of Sinners (Casting Crowns) * Let the Church Say Amen (Andra? Crouch) * Need You Now (How Many Times) (Plumb) * One Thing Remains (Passion featuring Kristian Stanfill) * The Prayer (Celine Dion and Andrea Bocelli) * The Proof of Your Love (For King & Country) * Redeemed
(Big Daddy Weave) * Revelation Song (Kari Jobe) * Shout to the Lord (Darlene Zschech) * Take Me Back (Andra? Crouch) * Take Me to the King (Tamela Mann) * We Are (Kari Jobe) * Who You Are (Unspoken) * Whom Shall I Fear (God of Angel Armies) (Chris Tomlin) * You Are (Colton Dixon) * You Raise Me Up (Selah) * Your Love Never Fails (Newsboys).
Grace has been disturbed in latter years to see the growing lack of understanding and interest in things of The lord. She considers her experiences with Him as the most exciting of all and will tell you that He led her all the way. Now she writes in this book about the Spirit of the living God and how He has worked in the lives of many. It is also about other spirits, too, a nd the unseen battles being
fought about us with victory that can only be obtained in Jesus Christ who Is Lord over all spirits . It is her hearts desire to open eyes to the unseen world around us and the joys and blessings that are found in the Spirit of the living God.
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